
 

 

 

Reinventing an American Classic 

BRAND  

Rousers overalls is a Boston / New York startup that is reinventing the classic American overalls for the 
modern urban man. 

For far too long, men’s overalls have been relegated solely to status as “work wear”. They’re made of 
tough canvas or denim, and have features like hammer loops and cargo pockets that say “I’m a walking 
tool box.” While we love a good, hardworking pair of overalls as much as anyone (probably more), there 
are many occasions where overalls simply don’t fit. We want to change that. 

Rousers were born from a recognition that overalls bring a lot to the table for the modern man, in terms 
of both function and style. The shoulder straps add a touch of the formality of suspenders to your 
everyday wear, while the bib is a playful element of overalls reminiscent of the kangaroo pocket on 
children’s clothes. And of course, with the longstanding history of overalls that dates back to the 
Revolutionary War, there’s a certain component of Americana associated with a pair of overalls. Overalls 
are comfortable, versatile and just look good, without taking themselves too seriously.  

Rousers incorporate the best qualities of classic overalls, reinvented to stylishly fit every occasion for the 
modern urban man.  

Rousers will be launching their first production run via Kickstarter on November 19th with a goal of 
raising $25,000 in pre-sale orders. Rousers will be made in America; The Rousers team believes strongly 
that a garment with such a closely tied history to America should be made in the US. Shipments are 
expected to begin in February or March of this year. 

The team hopes to generate enough working capital from an initial production run that they can begin 
warehousing inventory and selling a growing style selection of Rousers through their website. 

PRODUCT 

Rousers combine the best elements of a pair of overalls with the modern fit and styling of your favorite 
pair of chinos. 

Rousers have a clean, tailored cut, which easily fits with anything in your wardrobe. The pants runs slim 
through the waist, thigh, and leg. Pockets and other style elements are minimalist, and designed to 
connote a degree of modern polished style – from the swooped cross of the straps on the back to a 
clean layout of the front bib. If you wear a pair of Rousers with a long sleeve shirt, sweater or jacket 
over the top – it looks as if you are simply wearing a sharp-looking pair of pants. But with the top out, 
Rousers offer a novel, edgier aesthetic. 



Rousers are constructed from high-quality 10.5 oz cotton twill- more durable than a pair of chino pants, 
but lighter than traditional denim overalls. From the quality of the fabric, to details like the double-
stitched seams, Rousers have been made to look sharp, but still hold up to a variety of active use. 

PROCESS 

The Rousers concept was born in Matt & Ben’s Boston apartment in early 2014, inspired by a simple 
desire to own a pair of slim-cut overalls. Realizing that men’s overalls hadn’t gotten an update in 
decades, the guys began experimenting with sketches and rudimentary patterns over the course of the 
next year. 

Lucky for the future of the company, the Rousers team was introduced to an experienced pattern-
making and sample shop in New York’s garment district, which was crucial to the development of the 
final product. Rousers have gone through nearly ten rounds of prototyping, and incorporate input from 
several experienced menswear designers who were generous enough to provide ongoing support. The 
Rousers pattern has now been sent out to be finalized for production by the design team at a menswear 
factory in the Midwest, where Rousers are planned to be produced. 

TEAM 

The three co-founders of Rousers are Matt Jorgensen, Aidan Nelson, and Ben Waller who met years ago 
as undergrads at Dartmouth College.  

Matt is currently a nomad, located in New York City. After two years as a management consultant at 
Bain & Co., Matt left his job and is leading the creation of Rousers. Matt has led product design and is 
coordinating everything from production logistics to branding and marketing. Matt has worn overalls 
every day since they got their first prototype made. 

Ben is living in Boston, working for a management consulting firm. He was a large part of the early 
design and brand development and is the Rousers lead on publicity. Ben originally comes from a 
background in molecular biology, and has grand plans to use the overalls to win a Nobel prize in science.  

Aidan is living in New York City, and is the Rouser’s lead on media production. Aidan spent two years 
travelling the world, working as a theater director for a non-profit and is currently working in film 
production in New York City. Aidan is a natural-born tinkerer, and will undoubtedly build Rouser’s first 
hovercraft when the company needs one. 

CONTACT & MEDIA 

We are available anytime, anywhere at: theguys@businessverycasual.com 
 

www.businessverycasual.com  
Instagram (RousersOveralls) :: Twitter (@RousersOveralls)  

Facebook (RousersOveralls) :: Blog (RousersOveralls.tumblr.com) :: Kickstarter (Rousers) 
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